European Masters Championships - Denmark
The 20th edition of the European Masters (Track + Field) Championships took place in the Danish
city of Aarhus from 27th July until 6th August 2017. Amazingly, Worcester AC ladies had no less
than 4 athletes competing as part of the GB team, in more than a dozen events – magnificent!
There were so many highlights I’m bound to forget some of them, but a very special time for me
was the WAC “vet ladies” team members in the heats of the 100mt sprints. We had Mel Garland
(W50) and Angela Sonn (W55) taking part within their respective age groups as part of “Team
GB”. For Angela, it was the first time she had ever competed internationally. Incredibly, they both
progressed through the heats to the next round – in the European Championships! Mel went out in
the semi-finals, but her time of 14.51sec was the fastest she has ever achieved with electronic timing.
With fewer athletes in her age group (so no semi-finals) Angela went through to a final with an
(electronic) PB of 15.05sec.

Angela comforting Mel’s Norwegian
friend Heidi, who fell crossing the line
at the end of the (W55) 100m final

In the 100m semi-finals Mel is edged
out by the narrowest of margins,
just 0.02sec (about an inch!) by a
well built Dutch athlete.

In the 200mt sprints both Mel at W50,
Angela at W55 were competing again – and
both did really well. Mel ran a massive PB
of 30.05 coming 3rd in her heat. Angela also
came 3rd in her heat with a PB of 31.48

Over the metric mile (400mt) Angela went out in the heats but once more had the consolation of
recording 73.3 for a huge PB.
Over the 80mt Hurdles Jan Timberlake (W50) came through the heats to qualify for the final
where she achieved an excellent 15.26sec for a new PB, coming 8th

Jan also tackled the Heptathlon, (seven
events spread over two days) finishing a
very creditable 5th with a total of 3,726
points.

Jan, leading fellow GB athlete Marise
over the 80m Hurdles as part of the
W50 Heptathlon

Mel Garland (W50) had a duff
Long Jump (by her own high
standards) of just 4.22m a
reasonable Triple Jump of 9.16
and then a superb High Jump
of 1.40m which equalled her
lifetime best.
The High Jump was enough to
place Mel 4th in the European
Championships

Enormous effort and a tremendous
distance in the Long Jump, or would have
been if not for a toe in the plasticine!

Alison Murray (W50) the twin sister of
Worcester’s Pam Murray, had not fully
recovered from illness but cleared 2.90m in the
Pole Vault to become European Champion and
Gold Medallist
Alison Murray vaulting
her way to W50 victory

Jan Timberlake (W50) produced a big
SB in the Long Jump of 4.41m then a
slightly below par High Jump of 1.30m

Jan showing great effort
and technique in the
long jump competition

In the Triple Jump, Jan made the cut (top eight) with a distance of 9.25m which was easily her
season’s best. This qualified Jan for a further 3 jumps. Mel narrowly missed the cut, by just 1cm.
Unfortunately Jan could not improve on her performance so finished out of the medals in 7th place
with Mel in 9th.

Iris Holder (W75) was only partially fit
upon arrival in Denmark, then picked up a
chest infection so pulled out of some of her
events. Iris did manage a Long Jump, but
a marginal foul on her best jump (see
picture) denied Iris the chance of a medal.

Iris Holder (W75) giving it
plenty in the Long Jump

And so to the relay races,
where Worcester’s vet ladies
were extremely well
represented within the
various GB relay squads.
At W55 Angela helped the GB 4x400 team to win a team Silver with a time of 4’46.79
In the W55 4x100 race Angela once again
made the GB team, which came 4th with a
time of 56.27.
In the W75 age group GB were the only
entrants! They still had to safely get the
baton around, but this was achieved with
ease in a time of 1’20.68. Iris was a
member of the winning team, so that was
another Gold Medal for an athlete from
Worcester AC.

Angela Sonn, who thoroughly enjoyed
her first international athletics trip,
coming home with a GB relay team
Silver Medal and a couple of PB’s

For the W50 GB team (see picture) Mel was on the first leg and handed over in second place. The
team were fortunate to benefit from the disqualification of the German quartet for a rule violation,
so GB came through for a Gold Medal and become European Champions – don’t they look smart!

Well, that was quite a competition wasn’t
it Mel. Where shall we go next year,
perhaps somewhere south? I hear it’s
quite nice in Spain, even in the Spring.
How about Madrid, maybe in March?
Yes - and we could even invite Worcester
AC friends and colleagues to join us.
Great idea Rog, but would they come?
They might if they know it’s the Masters
European Indoor T&F Championships!
Shall we tell them?

